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The al t.PraISti ve Sch~~~f?s rJf Verevan electron 

5ynchrntron paler cupply system. providing a 

forming of the magnetic field with 1 ong 

duration fiat-top for accelerated beam 51W 

extraction are investigated. The causes of 

appearance and methods of compensation of 

irregularity of flat-top area of field with 

duration of UP to 20 m5 and more are 

analyzed. The conditions of commutation of 

thyristor 5wi tches, shunting the magnet 

current circuit at the moment of plateau 

forming are ccnsidered. 

One of the most important way to increase the 

eff iriency of the Yerevan synchrotron is the 

formation of the extracted beams with 

minimum energy spread and sufficiently high 

duty factor. 

In this report an al ternati ve schemes of 

Yerevan electron synchrotron power suPPI Y 

system, providing a forming of the magnetic 

field with 1 ong duration f l&-top for 

accelerated beam 51 on extraction are 

considered. 

l.Flat-top formation by “cutting off” the 

a.c. component of the magnet supply 

In this case Ill, the flat-top is forming ae. 

follows. After reaching a required value of 

magnetic intensity the thyri star key5 are 

turned on and shorting out the circuit of 

in-series connected capacitor banks and 

addi t i onal inductances. The experimental 

results prove, that this scheme has an 

essential disadvantage in spite of many 

obvi ou5 advantages. This disadvantage is 

connected wi t’h the real parameters of 

existing p0WZr suPP 1 Y system, which make 

practically i mpossi bl e the forming of 

flat-top with duration of no more than 3 ms, 

since it is determined by the magnitude of 

additional inductance and voltage on a 

capacitor bank. 

2. Flat-top forming by “addition” of a flat- 

top part to a magnet field maximum C23 

The circuit of magnetic field f 1 at-top 

formation is shown in Fig. 1. Thyr i stor Thl 

makes the short, in consequence which the 

magnet current flat-top is forming. During 

thi5 time capacitors discharged by damped 

oscillation via L and Thl. Thytistor Th2 is 

fired at maximum negative voltage of C and an 

inverse current start5 to interrupt Thl 

current. The resonant circuit transient5 to 

free frequency. 

The process of f 1 at-top formation is 

explained by the current and voltage diagrams 

given in Fig.2. The capacitors discharge at 

time t3 and magnet current attains to.maximum 

value. Th2- current is interrupting at time 

t4 when magnet current becomes equal to 

inductance current. c)f ter ttti s time the 

resonant circuit transients to frequency 

where Le i5 resonant circuit equivalent 

inductance. 

Voltage! and current in Thl are determined by 

L&(t) = - 
I sin olt. 

m1C 

iml 3 I (1 - COB wit1 

nhere wl = fl is angular frequency of the 

resonant circuit. 

It should be noted, that the remaining charge 

af C must be sufficiently high and therefore 
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Circuit diagram for short time flat-top 

LM - magnet inductance 

LCH - choke inductance 

L - additional choke 

Thl, Th2 - thyristor switches 

r u 

Fig.2 

Parameters of the circuit shown in Fig.1. 

unv i, - voltage and current of magnet 

iL = iC - current of additional magnet 

this method can only be used for short time 

flat-top C33. The experimental results of of 

the Yerevan synchrotron magnetic field 

flat-top forming system operation for 

accelerated particles slow extraction, which 

is accomplished by above mentioned methods 1 

and 2, are investigated in details in CZI. In 

considered methods of f 1 at-top formlng the 

thyristor keys are locked automatically. That 

is one of the main advantages of the schemes 

with "self commutation".- 

3. Flat-top forming by switching 

at t.'c= O and Ic ran 
- 

Unli kc the above considered schemes in this 

case ha% to be used "forced commutation* for 

interrupting the long-duration flat-top 

current, as it nar proposed in (43. 

The capacitors are short-circuited at their 

voltage zero-axis crossing, and the capacitor 

current, non at its maximum, commutates on 

the short circuit path. The magnet current is 

on its maximum at this time and the current 

in the chokes on its riniua. Without 1 osw5 

both currents would keep these values as dc 

for any period of time. In order to finish 

flat-top at the desired point the current has 

to be taken away from the short circuit path 

by forced commutation and guided again to the 

capaci tws, and the alternating cycle begin% 

with negative slqte. 

The circuit in Fig.3 shows a switching method 

like the proposal for the Cornell synchrotrm 

a5 per C53. In this case forced commutation 

is gained by an additional arrangement uhi ch 

is switched in series to the thyristor and 

nhich uses an isolating transformer. me 

short circuit will be started at the end of 

the accelerating phase and transition to 

flat-top. cls. the ignition of thyristors may 

be determined rather exactly synchronous 

(tire lapses in the ps rmgel, there are no 

distwbancee to be expected in this critical 

phase. Short. circuit of capacitors shall be 

Individually in each group. A CoIlocl short 

circuit can only take place via the l urlliuy 

nindings, for this rthod thae eximts l 
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to d.c. source permanent trigger 

pulses during f fat-top 

Fig.3 

Circuit for forming long-time flat-top 

LM 1 - -=i-- 
‘-CH 3 

proposal by Q.Hemmie CSJ, as par which . 

rectangular pulse is excited of the duration 

of f 1at-top and amp1 i tude: maxi mum magnet 

current less minimum choke current via the 

choke auxiliary windings. Because of parallel 

circuit of the auxiliary windings the pulse 

to be produced has a current of N-times of 

this amp1 i tude, if N is the number of groups. 

The large pul5e power and the unsuff icient 

cross section of the auxiliary nindings Will 

not allow this method. 

This scheme is under development in Yerevan 

non, as one of the possible realization of 

the long-time flat-top forming. 
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